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Political Economic Notes:

  IT Sector More Crises in the Offing
      India’s $159 billion Information Technology (IT) which earned $88 billion last financial year in foreign
exchange now faces a crisis. Major IT companies have announced massive shedding of workforce mostly
at lower levels. This led to unrest among the workforce, which for the first time took refuge in the conclave
of Indian labour laws by forming unions
       The IT ‘industry’, as it is called, faced similar cries in 2001 and 2008. Each time it resulted in
retrenchment, more workload, longer working hours and lower wages.
         According to the RBI, the rate of growth of exports from IT sector fell from 20 per cent in 2012-13 to
14.9 per cent in 2014-15 and to a low 7.3 per cent in 2015-16. This clearly shows that the sector is facing
crisis.
      The industry leaders have no cue on how to overcome  this crisis. It is evident from the reaction of
Narayana Murthy, the poster boy of IT that those at the top levels of company ought to make sacrifices by
reducing their wages. It may save few jobs at the lower level, but cannot stop the rot.
      Why It sector is in such a pathetic condition in which it did comprehend what afflicts it and how to
overcome it.

The sector is highly dependent on export of its services to select countries. In 2001, two-thirds of
India’s IT exports went to the US and a quarter to Europe. Even after 15 years the compo-sition of exports
remained the same – 62 per cent to US and 24 per cent to Europe. So, the ups and downs in the economies
of imperialist countries has been transferred to Indian IT sector with cuts in the value of off shoring contracts.
     The off shoring of IT services is driven by cheap labour, English communication and skilled man power
which are available in India. The growth of IT in India is confined to Information Technology enabled
Services (ITeS) and software coding. When the earning from employee dwindles, the companies resort to
automation of lower jobs which reduces the workforce.
    The growth of IT sector in India is highly lopsided. It had a dismal presence in the hardware and had a
little presence in IT core technologies. It had to depend upon the foreign IT giants for core technologies.
    On the one side, when the computerisation became the norm with every government department and
PSUs and Use of personal computers is growing, the hardware sector stagnated domestically and thus
import of data processing machines and office equipment rose in value from $1413 million in 2000 to
$4481 million in 2008 and to $8293 in million in 2015. This climb is bound to persist in the future with
greater pace as India lacks the hardware core technology.
     The Indian IT sector owes its presence to the government initiatives with PSUs importing the computers,
training the people and revamping the syllabus of engineering education to include IT. Once it took off, the
IT companies grabbed the opportunities in off shoring not even minding to invest in core technologies.

The government instead of taxing the IT companies to finance research and man power creation in
core technologies pandered the IT companies with tax concession (the effective tax rate is around 7 per
cent) and subsidies like land and transport. Thus the depen-dence of Indian IT sector got perpetuated.
     One cannot say the required knowledge based skilled man power is not available in core technologies.
The IT majors of world – IBM, Microsoft, Sysco and others -  have come to India, established research
facilities employing Indians and patenting the results of research in the US. The Indian IT companies with
their growing incomes and the government with its obsession to earn more foreign exchange never cared to
look into the future.
      The recovery of 2008 financial crisis continue to be sluggish and the attempts by imperialist countries
to throw the burden of crisis on to backs of their working class and on backward countries led them to
protectionist measures (contrary to their avocation of free flow of capital and goods – the essence of
globalisation) and nationalist slogans. Any hope of recovery is not visible at the horizon.
     The IT majors of western countries are likewise attempting to throw the burden of crisis on IT sector in
India and other countries, while at the same time resorting to automation and developing technologies like
artificial intelligence, which reduces the work force but not replace the man power as no technology can
replace the human ingenuity. It is now clear that the present crisis of Indian IT sector is partly due to the
crisis faced by the imperialist economies and partly self made one.

The social costs are much more. The unemployment is shattering the dreams of  youth who are made
to aspire for an IT job preferably in the US. The sprouting of private engineering colleges churned out
graduates with IT skills who are not being absorbed by them sector. More than this there is an undeniable
fall in the standard of engineering education. One veteran teacher, who worked as principal of university
engineering college and worked as a principal of many private engineering colleges after his retirement
said: “I have seen the rise and fall of engineering education and profession”. These colleges are no longer
teaching engineering fundamentals, but only doing what IT companies want as they donate labs, prescribe
training modules and so on. Yet the IT companies put the blame on students for not absorbing them by
saying they lacked required skills. On the other side, the over emphasis on the engineering education led to
the depletion talent both in learners and teachers in basic sciences, particularly social sciences, the
consequences of which are far reaching and harmful to development of our own scientific base.
     It is amply clear now that the costs of crisis is going to be paid and continue to be paid in future by the
Indian work force with lower wages, increased workload and longer working hours and the Indian youth
mired in unemployment in spite of gaining skills.
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